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ABSTRACT
The EU-funded XtreemOS project implements a Linux-
based grid operating system (OS), exploiting resources of
virtual organizations through the standard POSIX interface.
The Object Sharing Service (OSS) of XtreemOS addresses
the challenges of transparent data sharing for distributed
applications running in grids. We focus on the problem of
handling consistency of replicated data in wide area net-
works in the presence of failures. The software architec-
ture we propose interweaves concepts from transactional
memory and peer-to-peer systems. Speculative transac-
tions relieve programmers from complicated lock manage-
ment. Super-peer-based overlay networks improve scala-
bility and distributed hash tables speed up data search. OSS
replicates objects to improve reliability and performance.
In case of severe faults, the XtreemOS grid checkpointing
service will support OSS. In this paper we describe the soft-
ware architecture of OSS, design decisions, and evaluation
results of preliminary experiments with a multi-user 3D vir-
tual world.
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1 Introduction
Grid [1] technologies can help run businesses in dynamic
distributed environments effectively. Grids enable secure
and efficient sharing and aggregation of resources. Several
sophisticated grid middleware solutions have been devel-
oped during the last years, e.g. Globus [2], Legion [3], and
UNICORE [4]. Most of these systems were started with a
bottom-up premise constructing services and tools accord-
ing to changing user requirements. As a result there are
various versions with different services and interfaces, and
the programmer has to spend considerable time on basic
Grid functions. The key idea of the EU-funded XtreemOS
project is to reduce the burden on the Grid application de-
veloper by providing a Linux-based open source Grid op-
erating system (OS). XtreemOS provides a sound base for
simplifying the implementation of higher-level Grid ser-
vices because they can rely on important native distributed
OS services [5], e.g. security, resource, process manage-
ment, and transparent data sharing.

Grid applications typically rely on explicit data trans-
fers between clients and computing servers and do not es-

tablish transparent data sharing. A prominent example is
the Globus [2] platform providing data access mechanisms
based on the GridFTP protocol [6]. The latter is a sophis-
ticated transfer protocol providing authentication, parallel
transfers, checkpoint/restart-mechanisms etc. but it still re-
quires explicit data localization. Furthermore, consistency
of replicas is the user’s charge. Obviously, a transparent
data sharing facility for grid environments could simplify
the development of distributed applications.

Therefore, we have designed and implemented an Ob-
ject Sharing Service (OSS) within the XtreemOS project
supporting interactive and computing distributed applica-
tions. OSS aims at handling data localization and transfer
without any help by the programmer. However, it is able
to use additional hints provided by the programmer. Fur-
thermore, OSS uses adequate replication and consistency
strategies to ensure data availability and performance. OSS
is designed to support different consistency protocols and
can easily be extended. In contrast to JuxMem [7], which
enforces release consistency, our major consistency proto-
col is transactional consistency (TC) combining restartable
transactions (TAs) with optimistic synchronization. We be-
lieve that TC offers competitive performance when com-
bined with peer-to-peer technologies. However, OSS does
not aim at replacing well-established middleware, but in-
stead complements them by simplifying data sharing, cache
management, and avoiding deep-copying parameters.

After discussing related work in section 2, we briefly
present the OSS overall architecture in section 3. Subse-
quently, in section 4 we present our memory management
In section 5 we describe the implementation of speculative
TAs and how TAs are synchronized. In section 6 we dis-
cuss measurements followed by the conclusion and outlook
on future work.

2 Related Work
This paper draws upon ideas from four existing bodies of
work: database transaction processing systems, hardware
transactional memory (TM), data sharing in grid environ-
ments, and distributed shared memory. Due to limited
space we can compare our work only with some key ideas
from these fields.

2.1 Database Transaction Processing
TAs are a core concept in database management systems
(DBMS) providing significant benefits to the database pro-



grammer [8]. In DBMS, TAs provide the properties of
atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (ACID). As
described in section 5, we have adopted the transactional
programming model from DBMS, except for the weakened
durability property. We think that TAs will greatly sim-
plify the development of generic distributed and parallel
programs. The main difference between database TAs and
those used by distributed programs is their size. The num-
ber of instructions executed and the amount of state gener-
ated by most distributed program TAs is much smaller than
those used in DBMS TAs. Therefore, TAs based on shared
data offer a comfortable alternative for general purpose dis-
tributed programming.

A wide range of implementation options for executing
TAs with high throughput can be found in the literature.
The work on optimistic concurrency [9] is the most rele-
vant to the ideas we explore in this paper. Optimistic con-
currency controls access to shared data without using locks
by detecting conflicts and backing up TAs to ensure correct
operation. In our implementation we extend the ideas of
optimistic concurrency from DBMS to data sharing in grid
environments.

2.2 Hardware Transactional Memory
Hardware-support for TM was first proposed by Herlihy
[10] a decade ago. The authors proposed to substitute lock-
ing critical regions with running them encapsulated in TAs.
Thus TAs were an additional feature and did not replace the
existing shared memory consistency protocols.

Transactional Coherence and Consistency (TCC) pro-
posed by Olukotun et al. [11] shares a lot of ideas with our
approach. They also propose to run TAs at most times,
instead of just occasionally, replacing conventional coher-
ence and consistency techniques. They and others propose
interesting language constructs for parallel programming
that we do not offer, e.g. TA creation at loop-level or when
using fork etc. As they are relying on a shared multi-
processor machine they can easily cope with the pressure
on inter-processor communication bandwidth.

We are encouraged by the existing work and the grow-
ing interest on TM at the hardware level. SUN has recently
announced a new CPU with built-in support for TAs. Thus
we are confident that in the near future numerous TA-based
applications will emerge. Our implementation shows that
TC can also be adapted for distributed systems.

2.3 Data Sharing in grid environments
Sharing volatile data in grid environments has been pro-
posed by some projects, e.g. JuxMem [7]. The JuxMem
architecture decouples the design of consistency protocols
and fault-tolerance mechanisms. It supports fault-tolerant
data-sharing across wide-area networks using entry consis-
tency in a hierarchical fashion. However, JuxMem neither
supports speculative TAs nor is it designed to support inter-
active distributed applications. Another related work is the
in-memory data grid developed by GigaSpaces [12]. This
service aims at keeping client-side caches of volatile data

Figure 1. OSS Architecture

objects consistent, but no further details are publicly avail-
able so far.

2.4 Distributed Shared Memory
DSM systems differ in the way they detect memory ac-
cess, the granularity of the sharing unit, and the consistency
model used. Page-based systems have always been popu-
lar because of the synergies with existing MMUs and the
locality benefit. The first implementation was IVY [13],
and the most popular one was Treadmarks [14] that has
been adopted by Intel within its OpenMP compiler [15].
Most of these systems have been implemented as user-
level libraries, but some systems, such as Plurix [16] and
Kerrighed [17], are integrated into the OS kernel to build
single-system images.

TC has been implemented within the Plurix OS start-
ing in 1998. The TC consistency model is most close to
weak consistency first proposed by [18], where a sync op-
eration bundles all memory writes that happened since the
last sync. TC also delays updates until the commit of a
TA, but the speculative execution allows a retrospective en-
forcement of strong consistency.

3 Object Sharing Service Architecture
The Object Sharing Service (OSS) implements distributed
objects for nodes participating in a distributed applica-
tion. Currently, we mainly aim at supporting interactive
distributed applications. Each application can memory-
map one or several files stored within the grid file system
XtreemFS [19]. Each instance of a distributed application
maps the same file(s) into its address space and may dy-
namically allocate or delete new objects.

In order to provide object storage, the OSS runtime
environment includes a custom memory management sub-
system that supports different consistency protocols (see
section 4) 1.

Motivated by the tension between strong consistency
requirements of untyped memory and wide-area communi-
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cation latency of grid applications, we have implemented
TC on top of OSS’ functional primitives (see subsection
5.1).

The current implementation of OSS does not support
heterogeneous setups but is available for 32- and 64-Bit
desktop architectures. Nevertheless, sharing volatile mem-
ory in heterogeneous environments is planned similar to the
approach of Interweave [XXX]. The latter is also written
in C using the MMU to detect memory access. Language
independent interface descriptions, language mappings, re-
flection information, pointer swizzling techniques are the
major challenges here, similar to RPC and RMI.

3.1 Super-Peer Overlay Network

Given the large number of nodes, the heterogeneity of
network interconnections and the substantial rate of node
churn, OSS’ memory and consistency management need
support by an overlay network. We have decided to adapt
the super-peer concept [20,21], such that nodes having vast
resources (e.g. main memory, computing power, or net-
work connectivity) take over additional functionality. The
latter includes replica and consistency management, rout-
ing of requests, data search, and access pattern monitoring.
Currently, we estimate node distances using ping round-
trip-times (RTT). To avoid flooding the network with ping
messages we plan to implement a network coordinate sys-
tem similar to Vivaldi [22].

All peers are organized in groups each group man-
aged by one super peer. Depending on the overall number
of participating nodes we support 100-1000 nodes belong-
ing to one group managed by a super peer. Joining appli-
cation instances find existing peers of an application us-
ing XtreemFS. The first application instance creates a file
with the same name as the memory-mapped file but ap-
pending the extension grp, e.g. appname.grp ). Following
the POSIX semantics only one node will be able to create
that file, if several peers join concurrently.

Furthermore, each peer creates a file storing its ID and
IP address in a temporary directory in the path of the appli-
cation file (these files are named appname.ID where ID is
the ID of the creator). Thus a joining node (not being the
first) connect to the overlay network via one of the up and
running peers by reading the files in the temporary direc-
tory.

Peers are removed from the overlay network using a
timeout. The timeout is detected when a node does not
reply to requests or if a node is inactive. Even if a peer does
not receive requests and its application thread is idle it will
still send periodically network messages used to maintain
the structured DHT (see subsection 3.3). Node removal
is coordinated by the responsible super peer that will also
delete the corresponding file in XtreemFS. If a super peer
fails, a new one will be elected among the group that has
been managed by the failing node.

3.2 Multicast communication
OSS must replicate objects due to performance and fault
tolerance reasons. If a replicated object is modified, the
changes need to be applied to all replicas. The respective
consistency model defines when this happens, and whether
to send update or invalidate messages. Obviously, some
kind of reliable multicast is required. There is a vast of
literature about reliable multicast in general and about reli-
able overlay multicast in the peer-to-peer context [23]. Un-
fortunately, there is no ultimate solution, and for the time
being we use multiple TCP connections that will be re-
placed by a UDP-based solution. Peers belonging to the
same super peer are connected using TCP in a meshed fash-
ion. All super peers are also connected in a mesh. Depend-
ing on the consistency protocol implementation lost mes-
sages can be recovered by foreign super peers.

3.3 Data Search
If a peer accesses an object for the first time, the object’s
location is unknown, and the peer needs to find a node hold-
ing a replica. A lot of different data search strategies have
been proposed in peer-to-peer literature [23]. For OSS it is
mandatory to find an object identified by a unique ID (cur-
rently a 64-bit virtual address). Therefore, we have decided
to use a structured distributed hash table (DHT). Although
unstructured overlay networks are in general faster as they
do not have to maintain an overlay structure, they cannot
guarantee that an existing object will be found, a property
that is inacceptable for sharing volatile objects. It is natural
that all super peers implement a DHT and all other peers
search data through their assigned super peer. Currently,
we are implementing a Chord ring [24].

If a node has already accessed an object once it will
directly contact the last known peer. Of course this peer
might no longer have a replica of this object and will then
sent back a negative reply containing the next peer to con-
tact (which invalidated its replica). This peer might have
lost the object, too, etc. It needs to be studied how many
peers a searching node should iteratively contact before
sending a search request to its super peer doing a lookup
in the DHT.

3.4 Fault Tolerance
OSS uses different fault tolerance mechanisms. In order
to be able to mask node failures, it is important to repli-
cate objects. Thus a strict invalidate coherence protocol
is not well suited, because there are time intervals during
which only one copy of an object exist. Currently, we are
implementing a mixed coherence strategy using invalidate
and update messages. Access pattern monitoring will al-
low to send updates to those peers regularly accessing ob-
jects that are about to be invalidated. Peers that have not
been accessing objects for a longer time will learn changes
via an invalidate message. Some replicas need also to be
spread over the network to avoid the extreme situation that
replicas of an object are only within one peergroup. We
will allow the programmer to define the number of replicas
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Figure 2. Object mappings in OSS

for his program, because there is the well-known tradeoff
between costs during fault-free execution and costs during
error recovery. Having many replicas will allow masking
many simultaneous peer failures but is costly during fault-
free execution. Anyway, if OSS runs into a severe error that
cannot be masked, it will rely on the grid checkpointing and
restart facility of XtreemOS [25].

4 Memory Management
4.1 Fundamentals
The OSS memory management is designed for 64-Bit ad-
dress spaces. Objects being identified by their virtual ad-
dress, all peers use the same segment of virtual address
space. A file within an XtreemFS [19] volume identifies
the set of shared objects.

We use a two stage memory allocation scheme, a
common technique for parallel allocators to address scal-
ability [26]. Large memory blocks (> 1MB) are allocated
from a global pool via the assigned super peer. Allocations
of small objects (64 Byte - 1MB) are served locally on each
peer from a pre-allocated larger memory block. When ob-
jects are freed, the memory management tries to aggregate
small blocks to bigger chunks.

OSS considers the node-local object-mappings to be a
cache of the global objects shared among all nodes. It con-
structs local mappings lazily, such that expensive memory
mapping operations only take place when the application
accesses the objects. Virtually all consistency protocols
require memory access detection. We decided to use an
MMU-based approach, because it is generic and language-
independent. Linux’s mprotect system call enables OSS
to modify the hardware access right to its virtual address
space at page granularity. In case a memory operation ex-
ceeds the access rights granted by hardware, the Linux ker-
nel signals a segmentation violation to the application’s ex-
ception handler. The OSS memory management registers
an exception handler and calls mprotect to detect accesses
to shared objects.

A physical page frame is mapped at least twice: one
mapping gives the application access to the objects on that
page, the other mapping enables the OSS to atomically up-
date the page content [27]. Following the multi-view ap-
proach to reduce false sharing of sub-page-level granularity

objects [28], the memory management creates additional
virtual mappings of a page frame (see figure 2).

4.2 Transaction Support
TC is the major consistency model used by OSS. TA sup-
port includes efficient management of read- and write-sets.
Incoming write-sets need to be validated as fast as possible,
because, even if there is no conflict, a validation delays the
execution of the locally interrupted TA.

Furthermore, an efficient shadow page creation is also
mandatory to ensure fast local write accesses. Especially
for short TAs which write a lot of data this is an important
time factor. Therefore, local page state is stored in a linear
table, such that an address contained in a remote write set
directly indexes its local meta data.

We store global meta data of the memory man-
agement within TM. This simplifies first-time memory-
accesses, because meta data is automatically transferred to
the requesting node. And it will allow memory allocations
within TAs that will be automatically reset in case of a TA
abort.

4.3 Basic Access Pattern Monitoring
As the memory management controls access to local and
remote memory pages, it can monitor basic access patterns
to shared objects. This monitoring information is provided
for adaptive tasks, e.g. replica management, caching, pro-
filing.

Replicas shall be placed near peers that have fre-
quently accessed objects in the past and thus there is a high
chance that they will access them in the near future again.
Furthermore, there should be enough replicas with respect
to fault tolerance to survive peer failures. Replica control is
tightly coupled with the consistency model defining when
updates take place, see also section 5.5.

Caching control is driven by dynamic access patterns
described in section 4.4. Here the system needs to identify
access conflicts also dependent on the consistency model.

Profiling data is useful for programmers to get hints
about conflicts, traffic, etc. serving as an input for the ap-
plication optimization process.

The memory management provides only basic ac-
cess information to consistency-specific monitoring ser-
vices. The latter can register with the basic monitoring
service, defining what data they are interested in, and will
then be notified by a callback if a memory page is read or
written locally (in case of a protection fault) and when a
page is requested, invalidated, or updated by the own peer.
Thus each peer monitors its local behavior. To get a global
view the monitoring data can be stored in shared objects
(excluded from monitoring). Thus the global monitoring
data is easily accessible from all peers.

4.4 Adaptive Caching
By default, OSS groups several small objects together on
a single memory page, such that locality of object accesses
leads to a positive caching effect which we call true sharing.
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Unfortunately, grouping objects can also induce false
sharing situations, where a memory page thrashes between
several nodes, each accessing one of the objects that are
colocated on the page. False sharing can be avoided by
carefully allocating potentially conflicting objects, Access
profiling information or manual hints on the object alloca-
tion strategy are static approaches with limited applicability
for interactive applications.

We prefer a dynamic adaptive strategy against false
sharing. Some systems are able to relocate objects dur-
ing runtime using a built-in reference tracking technol-
ogy [?, 29]. OSS is implemented in C and built using
the standard GCC compiler, such that it has no means
of reference tracking. Therefore, we decided to use spe-
cial logical page mappings. Multiple objects stored on
one physical frame are stored on separate logical pages.
Therewith, we are able to control access at object granu-
larity. A consistency-model dependent monitoring service
determines which objects are frequently accessed jointly,
such that these objects can be aggregated in object access
groups (OAG). We are currently implementing dynamic
OAG adaption for TC.

4.5 API
The API of the memory management has only two func-
tions described below:

• void * gmalloc(int bytes, int
flags): allocate a new memory block with
size bytes. The consistency model, page-aligned
allocation, split scheme, no-monitoring, etc. is
specified in flags.

• gfree(void *obj): destroy a memory object
and free its storage.

Furthermore, applications need to find named mem-
ory sections hosting shared objects. For this purpose we
use the XtreemFS grid file system accessible through tra-
ditional POSIX file functions [30]. The first peer of an ap-
plication will create a file in a known path. This file will
be memory-mapped by each peer that wants to access the
objects stored within this file (see also section 3.1):

• gmmap(void *address, size_t len,
int prot, int flags, int filedes,
off_t off): parameters have same semantic as
for the traditional mmap

Meta-data information (including consistency model)
associated to objects is stored within the file as an object
header. Therefore, the gmmap call needs no information
about for example consistency models. The file will be
mapped to a larger address region (e.g. 1 GB) provided
by OSS. This enables the file content (which might even be
empty) to grow dynamically. Meta-data information such
as the consistency model for dynamically allocated shared
objects is defined when calling gmalloc.

5 Speculative Transactions
5.1 Transactional Consistency
For the TAs we adhere to the standard ACID properties:
atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability from the
database world. Isolation requires conflicting TAs to be se-
rialized, either by a pessimistic locking or by an optimistic
synchronization scheme. Pessimistic locking burdens the
programmer with complex lock management and is prone
to deadlocks. Like the TM community we prefer an opti-
mistic synchronization scheme executing speculative TAs
without the need to place any locks. Conflicts are detected
during the validation phase at the end of a TA using the
accumulated read- and write-sets of the local TA and the
overlapping remote TAs. In case of a conflict, a TA may be
aborted and restarted.

Three rules must be satisfied for two TAs TAx and
TAy to be collision free:

1. Read-Write: TAx must not read an object written by
an overlapping TA TAy .

2. Write-Read: TAx must not write an object read by an
overlapping TAy .

3. Write-Write: TAx must not write an object written by
an overlapping TAy and vice versa.

The validation process can be realized using a backward or
forward scheme. In a backward validation scheme, the ad-
dresses of all modified objects (write sets) of a TA are com-
pared against all overlapping TAs that already have com-
mitted. If a conflict is detected, the currently validating TA
is aborted; if there is no conflict, the TA can commit.

Using forward validation, the write set of a validating
TA is compared against all active TAs. If a collision is de-
tected, at least one of the conflicting TAs must be aborted.
OSS uses forward validation, because it has the advantage
that in case of a collision there are several candidates to be
aborted. This allows to choose among different winning
strategies to preserve fairness.

Durability in databases requires that TAs eventually
write to stable storage, e.g. hard disc. For applications such
as flight reservation or financial systems this is mandatory.
However, for the type of applications we want to support,
e.g. multi-user interactive 3D worlds and parallel compu-
tations the overhead that results from hard durability is un-
acceptable. After a commit the results of a TA are stored
in volatile memory only. The XtreemOS grid checkpointer
facility [25] provides fault tolerance and at the same time
durability. However, critical TAs may force the creation of
a checkpoint after commit, thus ensuring traditional dura-
bility.

5.2 Restartable Transactions
The abort and restart of TAs in Linux environments is a
challenging problem. A TA which is aborted will resume
its execution at the last BOT if not specified else by the
programmer during the BOT call.
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To make TAs abort- and restartable, the context of the
thread, which has started a new TA, must be saved. The
saved context then allows to transparently restart the TAs.
The context consists of the CPU state (incl. FPU, SSE and
additional registers) and the stack content of the TA thread.
The latter is important because it stores local variables and
the function call tree, which must be restored to their state
before the TA, too.

Another important question is when to abort a TA in a
Linux system. OSS allows calling system or libraries func-
tions within a TA, but we do not support to immediately
aborting kernel-code execution. If a TA executing a system
call needs to be aborted, the abort is delayed at least until
the system call returns to user mode.

When executing third-party user-mode code, it is up
to the choice of the programmer whether to use immediate
or deferred aborts. Immediate aborts are preferred, because
it avoids needlessly executing a TA that will definitely
abort. But in case the abort is performed within library
code, the immediate abort strategy can cause deadlocks af-
ter the restart of an aborted TA. Different libraries use locks
for multi-threading-safe functions. These locks, being un-
known to OSS, will not be released during an abort, and
will cause the TA to hang after the restart. Aborts are de-
ferred by default until EOT, except the code is marked with
the CanAbort function. With this function the programmer
can manually give hints to the OSS runtime that the TA is
back in TA-safe code and can now safely be aborted.

TA restarts or aborts can generally be done in two
different ways: either synchronously by the TA-thread it-
self or asynchronously by interrupting the TA-thread us-
ing signals. However, the synchronous mechanism is gen-
erally safer than the asynchronous one, because aborts
and restarts are performed (synchronously) with respect
to the program sequence of the TA thread. Furthermore,
signal-driven abort- and restart-mechanisms must only call
asynchronous-signal-safe functions, in order not to cause
a deadlock between the application and the asynchronous
signal handler.

Once OSS receives a write-set of a remote TA, it is
validated by comparing it with read- and write-sets of ac-
tual locally running TAs for conflict detection. In case of a
conflict, one of the conflicting TAs must be aborted. Cur-
rently, we have implemented a first-wins strategy, so that
the local TA will be aborted in case of a conflict. The restart
mechanism also rolls back TM allocations. Further fairness
protocols are about to be implemented.

5.3 Protocol Implementation Aspects
All memory accesses within a TA to a memory object al-
located within a shared region are performed under control
of OSS. The first read and write accesses within a TA are
recorded in the read-/write-set. Before the first write access
of a TA, the memory management allocates a shadow copy
of the affected memory page to preserve the initial state
and to serve incoming requests for objects on the page (see
section 4.2).

Only one TA at a time is allowed to validate and com-
mit, implemented by a circulating token. Passing a token in
dynamic environments has been described in [?]. Further
fault tolerance and scalability aspects are discussed in the
following subsections.

5.4 Scalability
OSS is designed for supporting interactive distributed ap-
plications such as multi-user virtual worlds. Like commer-
cial multi-user games we also do not plan to support one
virtual world hosting all potential users from all over the
world. Currently, within XtreemOS we limit scalability
to the users of a virtual organization a subset of all users
within the grid. Nevertheless, a virtual organization may
still host many users. OSS uses peer-to-peer technologies
and TA-specific optimization to improve scalability. Time
spent idling while waiting for the commit token is the most
severe factor of influence. We have found that a combina-
tion of super-peer commit and pipelined TAs eases waiting
time for the token.

Super peers commit TAs on behalf of their group
members, such that they can batch TAs once they have ob-
tained the commit token. Thus the token does not circulate
between all peers, but only between the super peers, de-
creasing the wait time. To ensure fairness, a super peer can
hold the token only for a given time t even if it wants com-
mit more TAs.

Having offloaded a TA to its super peer, a node can
continue running TAs on the premise that the super peer
successfully commits. In case the commit fails, the node
skips the speculative TA and restarts the previous one. This
effect is known as cascading abort in the database world.
Anyway, we believe it is better to take the risk of cascad-
ing abort instead of just waiting. If a pipelined TA of a
node wants to commit, the associated super peer needs to
preserve the sequential order of TAs.

As a third countermeasure against long waiting time,
we plan to implement bounded commit message propaga-
tion driven by the replica management subsystem. A com-
mit message will only be sent to nodes holding a replica
of a modified object. This idea is motivated by multi-user
games (see also section ??), where users are typically dis-
tributed within the virtual world. If a modification occurs
on one island this does not concern users who are situated
on another island. An adaptive commit will be propagated
to affected nodes, to the ones controlling avatars on the
same island, only.

5.5 Fault Tolerance
We do not use a reliable overlay multicast for committing
TAs. Instead the token includes a 64-Bit logical time, a
commit counter; incremented by each commit packet (big
write-sets may require several network packets). Each node
(super-peer and peer) stores a private commit counter, in-
cremented by each received commit packet. These counters
are the base for the detection of missed commit packets. If a
node detects a missed commit packet, it will request it from
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its assigned super peer. Each node manages a TA history
buffer for its own committed TAs. Each super peer has an
extended TA history buffer storing super-peer/peers which
committed a TA. Depending on the size of these buffers,
they can recover nodes from missed TAs over some time
interval. The local commit number of a node is sent with
each network request, e.g. page or token request. There-
with, other peers holding the desired data can immediately
detect if a requesting node missed a commit packet.

Beyond lost messages, OSS also has to deal with node
failures. Committing TAs may invalidate one or several ob-
jects on remote peers. If the committing peer fails soon af-
ter a successful commit, no peer in the system has a copy of
the just before invalidated objects. This situation is avoided
by introducing an adaptive replication management. In-
stead of sending only invalidation messages on commit,
some peers also receive updates of objects. It is the de-
cision of the super peer how many updates shall be made
and where to place them. The super peer will use moni-
tor information to push updates preferably to peers which
have accessed the affected object frequently in the past. We
expect a higher chance that these peers will access the ob-
ject again and then they already have a valid copy. Nev-
ertheless, the super peer will also geographically distribute
replicas to cope with network partition errors.

Independent of the mechanisms applied OSS may end
up in failure situations which cannot be masked. If OSS
detects an unrecoverable error it will request the XtreemOS
checkpointer to restart the application.

5.6 Transaction Monitoring Service
The TA monitoring service extends basic monitoring (see
section 4.3) by TA data:

• Number of successful and aborted TAs

• Rate of successful and aborted TAs (in #TA/s)

• Minimum, maximum and average size of read- and
write-sets

• Object identifiers and TA name for conflicting TAs

Monitoring information is recorded per memory region and
is stored within an additional shared region. Thus the
global monitoring data is easily accessible from any peer.
We register monitoring data per node within our hierar-
chical naming service. The naming tree is stored within
a shared memory region, too.

The performance of TM has a significant impact on
the application performance. It mainly depends on the rate
of successful committed TAs. In contrast conflicting TAs
can degrade the application’s performance. The conflict
probability correlates with the write-set size and the mem-
ory access pattern. In case of high conflict probability, the
programmer has to reduce the size of a TA by adjusting
its boundaries using BOT and EOT. Profiling information
gathered by the monitoring service will help the program-
mer to identify conflicting TAs.

5.7 Programming with Transactions
The basic functions to control TAs include:

• BOT(int priority, int maxRetries,
char *name): start a new TA with a priority. Retry
this TA maxRetries (may be 0) if aborted. Optional
name used by the monitoring service (see section 5.6)
to associate monitoring data with TAs.

• EOT: validate and if successful commit TA

• Abort: Voluntarily abort TA. An application can
benefit from running in transactional semantics by ex-
plicitly requesting an abort, for example when it de-
tects that the result of its computation can be dis-
carded. This call is optional and rather for optimiza-
tion purposes.

• CanAbort: placed between BOT and EOT telling
the runtime that it is safe to abort this TA now if an
abort is pending (see section 5.2).

A general question from a programmer’s perspective is how
to divide programs into TAs. The programs are divided
step by step into TAs to reduce collision probability. This
process is straightforward, because the programmer does
not need to guarantee that parallel executed regions are in-
dependent, since OSS will catch any conflicts of memory
accesses at runtime.

At best TAs should be defined such that they maxi-
mize parallelism and minimize the number of inter-TA data
dependencies.

A few occasional collisions are acceptable, but reg-
ularly occurring ones will largely eliminate the possibility
for speedup in most systems. Large TAs are preferable, if
possible, as they amortize the TA startup and commit over-
head time better than small ones. But small TAs should be
used when conflicts are frequent, to minimize the amount
of lost work, or when large numbers of memory references
tend to overflow the available memory buffering.

As a result of this model, parallelizing code with OSS
is much simpler than conventional parallel programming
because it allows programmers to make intelligent trade-
offs between engineering effort and performance. Basic
parallelization can quickly and easily be done by identify-
ing potentially interesting TAs, and then programmers can
use feedback from the monitoring service to refine their TA
selection in order to achieve significantly greater speedups.

6 Evaluation
In this section we present a preliminary evaluation of OSS
with the virtual 3D-world Wissenheim [?]. Wissenheim
is a multi-user virtual-presence application written in Java
(used for edutainment and entertainment), see3.

Wissenheim shares scene graphs representing the 3D
world with all of its objects, including avatars, and other
animated objects, among the participating peers by stor-
ing all these objects in TM managed by OSS. TAs in Wis-
senheim follow the Plurix tradition and are created in an
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Figure 3. Virtual 3D-world Wissenheim

Monitored parameter
# Transactions (ø/s) 196,5
# Collison aborts (ø/s) 55,2
# Manual Aborts (ø/s) 7,8
Token request time (ø in ms) 1,6
Bandwidth usage (MB/s) 5,29

Table 1. Wissenheim running on top of OSS

event-driven fashion. If a there is a user input, e.g. a new
text line in the chat window, the input event processing is
automatically done by a TA. The displayed scene is re-
freshed periodically and thus any invalidated objects nec-
essary to render the actual view are automatically fetched
by OSS. This demand-driven display technique has been
described in [?].

All TAs within Wissenheim are speculative, and repli-
cation and consistency is performed using the OSS API.
Furthermore, Wissenheim makes use of manual aborts, e.g.
if no input event needs to be processed. These manual
aborts are for optimization purposes avoiding unnecessary
commits.

As a first test environment we have used two comput-
ers, each used to controll one avatar in the application. Both
systems consist of an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU @ 2,66GHz,
2GB RAM, a Nvidia Geforce 7300SE graphics card and an
Intel 83541PI Gigabit NIC. The systems are running under
Linux Kernel 2.6.25 and are interconnected via a Netgear
Gigabit Ethernet Switch GS605.

For the evaluation the two characters started at nearby
places within the virtual world, moved around to several
places, and touched several objects in the world.

Table 1 shows the measured data of the Wissenheim
application. The values Transactions, Collision aborts and
Manual aborts show the average of TAs and occurred col-
lisions per second during data synchronization of the scene
graph. The Token request time shows the time from to-
ken request after entering the commit phase until the to-
ken is received. This value is measured in milliseconds.
The monitored parameter Bandwidth usage shows the con-
sumed bandwidth. This value consists of the whole trans-

ferred application data including TCP and IP headers.
The bandwidth used during the test is relatively high,

because OSS disables TCP’s Nagle algorithm to minimize
communication latency, such that network packets are sent
as fast as possible. An analysis on a packet-by-packet basis
shows that the overhead of TCP/IP packets can exceed 50%
of the whole packet data. Therefore, we plan to investigate
a reliable UDP implementation.

We are encouraged by the preliminary measurement
numbers, although scalability needs to studied in more de-
tail and will require further optimizations that have been
described in the sections before. We expect that the token
request time can improved, too, by a kernel module to avoid
wasting time locally, e.g. because the token-holder may
need to wait for the CPU before it can release the token. A
demo video is available here [31] showing that Wissenheim
runs smoothly using OSS with the described setup.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the Object Sharing Service
(OSS) developed within the EU-funded XtreemOS project.
OSS addresses the challenges of transparent data sharing
for distributed applications running in grids. We aim at au-
tomatically handling consistency of replicated data in wide-
area networks in the presence of failures. Although the
architecture of OSS supports different consistency mod-
els, we have mainly been studying TC so far. We believe
that the concepts from TM and peer-to-peer systems can
provide a scalable and comfortable base simplifying the
development of distributed applications. Speculative TAs
relieve programmers from complicated lock management
while at the same time bundling modification operations.
Super-peer-based overlay networks improve scalability and
distributed hash tables speed up data search. However,
OSS does not aim at replacing well-established middle-
ware, but instead complements them by simplifying data
sharing, cache management, and avoiding deep-copying
parameters.

In this paper we have described design decisions,
the overall architecture and how we have implemented
restartable TAs within Linux, which is not a trivial task.
We are encouraged by early experiments running a multi-
user 3D world on top of OSS sharing its scene graph and
avatars using TM.

A lot of things are currently being developed to ad-
dress scalability and reliabilty, including an improved com-
munication infrastructure, a DHT for data search, adaptive
caching, piplined TAs, fairness protocols etc.
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